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 TRANSHUMANITY’S FATE is a conversion guide for posthuman studio’s ECLIPSE PHASE rpg, to evil hat production’s FATE CORE system. core rulebook is: ps+21000

In Transhumanity’s Fate, you play secret agents protecting the 
scattered remnants of transhumanity from threats that could 
wipe it out once and for all. You might be a crusading hacktivist, 
an anarchist militia fighter, a planet-hopping xenoscientist, 
a psychic detective, or a social networker owed favors by all 
the right people. You’re a transhuman—a genetically modified 
human, an intelligent animal, a mind in a robotic shell, or 
even a bodiless artificial generalized intelligence. Your body 
is heavily upgraded, and your mind can communicate with 
every electronic device around it. You need every advantage, 
because you’re up against mutants infected with an alien virus, 
WMD dealers, corrupted AGI god-minds, shifty amoeboid alien 
merchants, rampaging alien wildlife, and the ultimate threat: 
transhumanity’s own self-destructive capabilities.

Firewall recruited you because you’re resourceful, you 
have needed expertise, or maybe you saw something you 
shouldn’t have but handled it well where most people would 
have fled in terror. Maybe you lost everything in the Fall, 
maybe you’re an idealist who thinks they can fix everything, 
or maybe you’re just looking for a good fight. You’ve passed 
our loyalty tests—for now—and proven you’re ready.

One thing we all agree on: transhumanity stands on the brink 
of extinction. We all feel called to act, and with a viewpoint 
that’s galactic, not local. Extinction is coming. Will you fight it?

Transhumanity’s Fate brings technothriller espionage and 
horror in the world of Eclipse Phase to the Fate Core system.

Join Firewall, and defend transhumanity in the aftermath of 
near annihilation by artificial intelligence!

Transhumanity’s Fate requires Fate Core System from Evil 
Hat Productions.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Run Eclipse Phase using the widly popular Fate system!
•  A focused introduction to the Eclipse Phase universe and 

the most important faction to gamers: Firewall.
 
TARGET MARKET:

•  Eclipse Phase players and gamemasters wanting a sleeker, 
story-focused system.

•  Fate Core system players and GMs looking for science-
fiction settings.

UP-SELLS & CROSS-SELLS:
•  Eclipse Phase [PS+21000]
•  Fate Core System [EHP0001, Evil Hat Productions]

TRANSHUMANITY’S FATE UPC

Posthuman Studios titles are available from worldwide distributors. 
 Distributor orders and all sales questions: sales@posthumanstudios.com
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